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S/N Parts Name Installation and Working Environment Requirements Parts Photo Remarks
4 Oxygen sensor 1. Installation angle: included angle with the horizontal plane: 10°;

2. Tightening torque: 40-60 Nm;
3. Fuel quality requirements:

• • Pb 0.005g/L P 0.0002g/L
• • S 0.04% (weight ratio) MMT 0.0085g/L
• • Si 4ppm

Operating temperature range: 260~850°C

Universal

100080531, CG250D electronic injection oxygen sensor (heating type-G4)
5 Ignition coil

(including
high-voltage
wire and spark
plug cap)

1. Be as close as possible to the spark plug, and keep the high-voltage wire
very short (less than 150mm);

2. Stay away from inductive sensors, especially VR speed sensors and
camshaft sensors. The ignition coil and VR sensor shall be kept at a
minimum distance of 150mm;

3. Prohibition: do not tie the ignition coil and the connection wire of the
speed sensor together. There is a potential voltage of up to 200V between
the ignition coil and the engine, which may interfere with the sensor signal;

4. Installation torque: 8.8~11.8Nm;
5. Input voltage: 9~14 VDC;
6. Operating temperature: -30~110°C

100124000, CG250D
(2#_G4)

100124000, CG250D
electronic injection high
pressure pack (2#_G4)

Universal
Special spark plug
cap shall be
replaced for special
type.

100080532, CG250D
electronic injection high
pressure pack (G4)

Universal
Special spark plug
cap shall be
replaced for special
type.

6 Fuel oil pump
assembly

1. Boundary dimensions of cover plate installed on the bottom
surface: 115mm×70mm, installation height: 55mm (from the
bottom plane of the mailbox to the highest point of the pump
body);

2. Operating voltage: 10V~14V;
3. Permanent physical damage can occur when the oil pump is not

immersed in oil for rotating.

External oil return Carry out selection
according to the
shape of the fuel
tank and the
arrangement space
of the vehicle.

100080144, CG250D
electronic injection fuel

pump assembly (4#)

Internal oil return
electronic injection fuel
pump assembly (internal
oil return)

7 Cylinder
temperature
sensor

1. Operating temperature: -40~150°C;
2. It is suitable for air cooled engine.

electronic injection
cylinder head temperature
sensor

Universal

8 Water
temperature
sensor

1. Normal operating temperature range: -40~135 ;
2. Installation torque requirements: minimum: 20 N·m, maximum: 25

N·m;
3. It is suitable for water cooled engine.

Two-wire water
temperature sensor code:
100201289
Three-wire water
temperature sensor code:
100097091

Universal

S/N Parts Name Installation and Working Environment Requirements Parts Photo Remarks
9 Fuel filter During the installation, the fuel will flow in the direction of the circular

arc edge (refer to the figure on the right, i.e. flow from left to right).
100125672,
CG250D electronic
injection fuel
filter-2# (quick plug
interface)

Connected with
high pressure oil
pipe with oil-way
quick coupling

100201288, CG250D
electronic injection fuel

filter

Connected with
high-pressure oil
pipe through the
hoop

10 Oil-way quick
coupling

Connect the oil pump, fuel filter and high-pressure oil pipe. electronic injection button
type middle-sized straight

coupling

Universal

100104482, CG250D
electronic injection button
type middle-sized elbow

coupling
11 Fuel pipe tee

p g
Universal
(single-outlet oil
pump, not needing
this part)

100204204, CG250D electronic
injection fuel pipe tee

100204205, CG250D electronic injection fuel pipe
tee (excluding support)

12 Fuel injector
mounting cap
and gasket

Installed on the fuel injector for connection of high-pressure oil pipe
The picture on the right shows two types of fuel injector installation caps, which
are selected according to the actual situation of the vehicle.

100086450 100097864

100086450, CG250D
electronic fuel injector

pressing cap

Universal

100097864, CPS250
electronic fuel injector
pressing cap

S/N Parts Name Installation and Working Environment Requirements Parts Photo Remarks
13 ntake pipe

rubber bush
For connecting the intake pipe with the throttle valve body Select and use

according to the
intake pipes
matched with
different engine
types as well as the
external size of the
valve body.
110-150
commonly-used
CG150D electronic
injection
connection rubber
bush; 175-300
commonly-used
NC250 electronic
injection intake
pipe connection
rubber bush

100201167, CG150D electronic
injection intake pipe connected rubber

bush
100201174, NC250 electronic injection

intake pipe connecting pipe

14 Catalyst Select different catalyst specifications and formulations according to different
vehicles.

15 Cable of the
vehicle

See (II. 2.) for detailed description.

System Assembly Description

1. Definition of each pin of ECU and schematic diagram of wiring harness connection of single-cylinder engine (PDF version of the drawing, double
click to open (it can be opened only when the PDF reader is installed in the computer)

2. Electronic injection sub-cable drawing and connection description

Scope of application and difference of two electronic injection main cable sub-cables PDF version of the drawing, double click to open (it can be
opened only when the PDF reader is installed in the computer)

S/N Parts Name Installation and Working Environment Requirements Parts Photo Remarks
1 ECU 1 The controller must be connected with M5 bolts, and it shall ensure that the

tightening torque is 3.9Nm±10%. The installation surface must be flat to
prevent the controller circuit board from bending due to external stress on
the controller.

2 The ECU works normally at the ambient temperature between -20 and
+85 . Prohibition: do not place the controller near the exhaust pipe or
engine.

3 Normal operating voltage of ECU is 9V~16V.

Although different
types of engines
and vehicles adopt
the same model of
ECU, different
calibration
procedures will be
used, so they
cannot be used
interchangeably.

100080501, CG250D electronic injection and electronic control unit
(ECU_ZSG4)

2 Fuel injector 1 Apply a small amount of lubricant to the lower side of O-ring and fuel injector
seat during installation. ISO 10 light mineral oil or equivalent product is
recommended. Prohibition: do not dip the nozzle end in the lubricant,
which will cause the nozzle hole to be blocked.

2 Operating temperature: -30~125 C

Choose model
according to engine
fuel consumption

100078995, CG125D electronic fuel
injector (mainland_39-024)

100078981, CG250D electronic fuel
injector (mainland_10G-09)

3 Throttle valve
assembly
(integral and
split)

1. Pay attention to the throttle valve installation direction;
2. Prohibition: do not insert tools or other items into the throttle valve body to

keep the valve block open. This may distort the valve block or scratch the
inner wall of the throttle valve body;

3. Do not immerse the throttle valve position sensor into the liquid.

100085554, integrated throttle valve 24 Choose the caliber
of throttle valve
body according to
engine
displacement.

100124116, integrated throttle valve 26
100085553, integrated throttle valve 28
100124115, integrated throttle valve 30
100085555, integrated throttle valve 34
100124121, integrated throttle valve 36



Material: Q235, thickness: 4mm 

Schematic Diagram of Installation Baseplate of Electronic Injection Oil Pump

Double-hole oil pump 

Single-hole
 oil pump

Straight coupling Elbow coupling

Press the button 
during the removal

It is recommen-
ded to use this 
kind of hoop for 
bulk loading, 
which needs to
 be used  with
 special clamp.
High assembly 
efficiency and 
good assembly 
consistency

Assembly and use of 
small batch of sample cars 

Quick coupling 
(straight coupling)

Quick coupling 
(elbow coupling) 

Fuel filter Connected with the 
fuel injector support 

Quick plug 

It is recommended to 
use forming tube for 
bulk loading, which 
has high assembly 
efficiency and good 
assembly consistency.

Connected with 
the fuel injector cap 

ERP Code Name Scope of Application Characteristics
(differences)

100121450
CG200-A tsunami electronic injection main cable
sub-cable (ZSG4_three-in-one second-generation)

It is suitable for
water cooled engine.

Water temperature
sensor connector

100121451
CG150D National IV electronic injection main cable
sub-cable (ZSG4 three-in-one second-generation)

It is suitable for air
cooled engine.

Cylinder
temperature sensor
connector

Figure: 100121450 CG200-A tsunami electronic injection main cable sub-cable (ZSG4_three-in-one second-generation) (water-cooled wiring harness)

3.Oil-way system
A．Connection diagram of all components and parts:

B．Reconstruction of fuel tank

Oxygen sensor interface

Fuel pump interface

Cylinder (water) temperature sensor interface

Fuel injector interface
(that with red and
white wires is the fuel
injector interface)

Stepping motor interface

Speed sensor interface

High pressure pack
interface

Black wire: connected with theanodeof thepower supply on theback of
thekey switch;
Green wire: grounded;
Brownish red: fault light;
Brownish yellow: tachometer

Electronic injection system relay

ECU interface

ECU communication diagnostic
interface

15A fuse (independent use)

Powerline: red must be connected to the anode of the
battery, black must be connected to the cathode of the
battery or in bonding (bonding: good bonding must be
guaranteed).

Three-in-one sensor interface

Precautions: special quick coupling shall be used for connecting the oil outlet and return interface of oil pump, and customers can choose straight coupling
or elbow coupling according to the installation position requirements of vehicle models.

Since the oil pressure in the oil way of electronic injection system is 250kpa, special high pressure oil pipe must be used for the oil-way rubber hose. If
common rubber hose is used, rubber hose burst will be caused, as well as dangerous accident.

For the reconstruction of sample car, the fuel tank baseplate can be manufactured by wire cutting (attached to the drawing) and then welded to the bottom of the fuel tank.
M5 bolts are used for oil pump installation.

Important tips:

1 threaded mounting hole shall be made into a blind hole, which can avoid oil leakage better. Bolts must be tightened diagonally and evenly during
installation.

2 Good flatness shall be guaranteed for the oil pump installation baseplate, then the uniform deformation and the amount of deformation of rubber
sealing ring can be controlled, so as to ensure the airtightness. Meanwhile, it also needs enough strength (especially in batch
molding), if not, easy deformation will occur, as well as oil leakage.

4.Installation of oxygen sensor

A Process the installation seat of oxygen sensor according to the
figure below;

Notes:

The oxygen sensor shall be installed and welded onto the silencer. The weld shall be fully welded and the air tightness shall be guaranteed;

For full weld, it needs to check the air tightness. Special attention shall be paid to the stainless steel silencer;

Before installing the oxygen sensor, it is necessary to check whether there is welding slag in the threaded hole and on the surface of the
mounting base. If welding slag is found, it shall be removed before installation, so as to ensure the good tightness of the oxygen sensor after
installation.

Check for air leakage after installation.

The installation surface shall be flat
without burrs, ensuring good
tightness after installing oxygen
sensor.

For full weld, it needs to check the air
tightness. Special attention shall be paid
to the stainless steel silencer!

B The oxygen sensor is installed 100-150mm from the exhaust port.

C Installation angle: included angle with the horizontal plane: 10

D Tighteningtorque (18±1.5) Nm



Connected with the fuel tank
desorption port

Electronic injection carbon canister
(specialized)

7. Installation of fuel injector and related accessories

5.Fuel evaporation system 6.Assembly of ignition coil and high voltage wire

Connected with the negative
pressure nozzle

This part is connected by special adapter.

Connected with the spark plugTwo power plugs of the high pressure pack are
different in size, and they shall be correspondingly
connected with the cable sockets (big for big, small
for small).

There are self-tapping screws, which are screwed into the high voltage wire.
Waterproof rubber bush covered with high
pressure pack

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 5

Attention: during the installation of the fuel injector, the O-ring must be lubricated. Otherwise, it is easy to damage the O-ring to cause
untight seal, eventually resulting in the vehicle idling abnormal.

8. Catalytic encapsulation

A The recommended location of catalyst is 500±50mm from the exhaust port;

B Reasonable transition, uniform welding;

C It is recommended to adopt the double-taper sleeve encapsulation (as shown in the figure below), and two ends are connected with the exhaust pipe by welding;

D It is forbidden to assemble the catalyst by striking or pressing, so that the catalyst can be pressed into the taper sleeve with the force of hand;

E The connection part between the two ends of the taper sleeve and the silencer pipe, as well as between the taper sleeve, shall be welded to ensure that the catalyst does not

move relatively within the taper sleeve.

Catalytic taper sleeve A Catalytic taper sleeve B

Catalyst9 Installation precautions

1. The requirement of power supply for electronic injection system is respectively high, so the rectifier voltage regulator with reliable quality shall
be used. Exceeding the normal operating voltage will cause abnormal operation of the electronic injection system and even burn down the components
and parts.

2.Since all components and parts of the electronic injection system need to be driven by power, the minimum working voltage of these components
and parts is 9V. Therefore, it shall choose battery with large capacity as far as possible, and ensure that the battery voltage is not less than 9V during
electrical starting.

3. Circuit problem of the vehicle

As the electrical injection system is different from the carburetor system, the signal requirement is much higher, so the grounding signal of ECU must
be put on the engine separately, and the grounding signal of the vehicle line shall be separated. The power supply line of the electronic injection
system cannot be laid on the starting relay, but it needs to be directly connected to the battery, separating from the vehicle's large current.

10 Description of partial phenomenon in the electronic injection vehicle

The rotating speed rises during starting, and the speed will be reduced gradually to normal idle speed after successful starting.

Zongshen electronic injection system has idle control valve (stepper motor). In order to ensure good startup performance, the stepper motor has a
large opening at startup, so the engine's air intake is correspondingly large (larger than the air required at idle). After the standby engine is started
successfully, ECU will automatically control the stepper motor to gradually reduce the opening.



4、Fault indicator description and control strategy
The fault indicator is generally an indicator light that can be displayed on the instrument and whose shape meets the requirements of the regulatory 
standards (National IV and Euro IV regulations have corresponding requirements, please refer to the corresponding regulatory documents for details).  
The working instructions of the fault indicator light are as follows:
① In normal mode, and when there is no current fault code.
 Turn on the ignition switch, initialize the ECU, the fault light will be ON, and the MIL light will be OFF immediately after the engine starts 
successfully. 
②When the current fault code exists. 
At the running time of the engine, if the current fault occurs, the fault light will be ON from OFF to remind the driver that there is a fault. When the 
engine goes out, the current fault is converted into a historical fault stored in the ECU.

ECU reset 
In special cases, ECU reset can be performed, and the ECU reset will clear all fault codes and all self-learning data. Due to the reset and clearing of 
all ECU self-learning data at the same time, there may be some abnormal conditions in the vehicle, which needs to return to normal after the ECU 
completes the self-adaptive learning again. Specific reset operation methods are as follows: 
1）Open the key;
2）Throttle opening unchanged is =0%, maintain it above 2S; 
3）Maintain the full throttle opening above 2s;
4）Return the throttle back to zero, and increase the opening to full opening within 0.1s and 1s, and the indicator light will be OFF;
5）The above operation must be completed within 15s;
6）Reset operation shall be started for ECU; 
7）After the indicator light goes off and starts timing 5s, the initialization is completed to close the key;

System Fault Diagnosis Function Introduction 2、Fault information records

3、List of fault codes 

OBD is short for On-Board Diagnostic. When there is fault in the system, the fault light (MIL) will be ON, and the OBD system will store the fault 
information in the memory. The relevant information can be read in the form of fault codes through standard diagnostic instruments and diagnostic
interfaces. According to the indication of the fault code, the maintenance personnel can quickly and accurately determine the nature and location of 
the fault.

The electronic control unit continuously monitors sensors, actuators, associated circuits, fault indicator lamp and battery voltage, etc., and electronic 

cylinder temperature/coolant temperature, idle speed control, battery voltage control, etc.). Once a fault is found in a certain link or a certain signal 
value is not trusted, the electronic control unit immediately sets up the fault information record in the fault memory of  RAM.  Fault information 
records are stored in the form of fault code, the current existence of fault code has been known as a current fault code, due to causes such as poor 
contact of the transient fault, and the current missing record is the historical fault code, which has been troubleshot, but the operation of eliminating 
malfunction code is not carried out, the fault information records also can be stored in the form of historical fault code in the fault memory. 

Fault Code

P0032

P0031

P0132

P0131

P0108

P0107

P0118

P0117

P0113

P0112

Short circuit of oxygen sensor heating control signal 

Open circuit of oxygen sensor heating control signal 

Open circuit of oxygen sensor signal line 

Short circuit of oxygen sensor signal line 

Short circuit of intake manifold absolute pressure signal line

Open circuit of intake manifold absolute pressure signal line

Open circuit of engine temperature signal line 

Short circuit of engine temperature signal line 

Open circuit of engine intake temperature signal line 

Short circuit of engine intake temperature signal line 

Cause Fault Code

P0123

P0122

P0231

P0262

P0261

P0336

P0337

P2300

Short circuit of throttle position signal line 

Open circuit of throttle position signal line  

Open circuit of oil pump circuit 

Short circuit of fuel injector signal line 

Open circuit of fuel injector signal line  

Open circuit of crankshaft position 

Open circuit of ignition control circuit

Cause①  Be sure to turn off the ignition switch when disconnecting or connecting the plug-in, otherwise it may damage the electrical components.
② The oil supply pressure of the electronic injection system is high (about 250kpa), and all fuel pipelines are high-pressure resistant pipes. High fuel
 pressure is maintained in the oil-way for a long time after the engine stops running. Therefore, do not remove the oil pipe easily in the maintenance 
process. Before removing the oil pipe, the fuel system shall be decompressed. Methods of decompression: 

Start the engine till the engine automatically extinguishes, then continuously switch the ignition key for 2-3 times at the time interval of three seconds 
   each time, and then turn off the key switch; 

   of the pump assembly. 
③ Do not electrify the fuel pump when it is removed from the fuel tank to avoid sparking the fire.
④ The fuel pump shall not be tested in dry condition or in water.
⑤ Idle speed regulation is completely solidified by the electronic injection system program, without manual regulation. Throttle limit screw of the 
throttle valve has been adjusted in the factory, and users are not allowed to change its initial position at will. 
⑥ The battery is not allowed to be removed while the engine is running.

Special note: please use genuine parts, otherwise the normal operation of the electronic injection system cannot be guaranteed. Although some parts 
are similar in installation dimension and boundary dimension, their performance parameters are not the same at all.

1、Maintenance instructions for electronic injection system

Precautions during maintenance (for important items, please read carefully) 

Interference waves interfere with crankshaft position signal 
or convex hull of the magneto rotor is not uniform. 

P0505 
Step loss of stepping motor (the bypass valve is stuck or the 
actual opening of the bypass valve is not consistent with the 
ECU control opening) 

5、Connection and usage of diagnostic instrument
Functions of diagnostic instrument: reading fault code, clearing fault code, displaying data flow and status identification, etc.
①Connect the diagnostic instrument to the diagnostic interface on the electronic injection wiring harness;
②Switch on the ignition switch;
③Read the fault code; check maintenance manual to confirm fault parts and types; and make maintenance scheme according to inquiry information
 and experience;
④After troubleshooting, remove the historical fault codes with the fault diagnosis instrument.

The connecting line is
connected with the
diagnostic interface on
the electronic injection
wiring harness.



If the fault code is described as open circuit, short circuit and parts fault, first check whether the circuit and connector are installed in place, and 
whether the plug connector is oxidized to cause poor contact or even circuit fault. If the fault is not eliminated, replace the corresponding sensor
or ECU.

7、Diagnosis procedures for overhaul according to fault phenomena 
Prior to starting the steps of fault diagnosis based on engine fault phenomena, initial inspection shall be carried out first:
① Confirm that the engine fault indicator light is working normally;
② Check with fault diagnosis instrument and confirm that there is no fault information record; 
③ Confirm the existence of the fault of the vehicle owner's complaint, and confirm the occurrence of the fault conditions. 

And then carry out appearance inspection: 
① Check whether there is any leakage of fuel pipeline;
② Check whether the intake pipe is blocked, leaking, compressed or damaged;
③ Check whether the high voltage wire of the ignition system is broken and aged, and whether the ignition sequence is correct;
④ Check whether the wiring harness grounding place is clean and firm;
⑤ Check whether the sensor and actuator connectors are loose or not in good contact; 
⑥ Check whether the connecting line from the fuel injector, the pressure temperature sensor and the intake pipe negative pressure nozzle to the 
solenoid valve of the carbon tank leaks. 

Important note: If the above phenomenon exists, carry out maintenance for the fault phenomenon first, otherwise it will affect the subsequent 
fault diagnosis and maintenance work..

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

Use the multimeter to check the voltage between the two terminals of the battery, 
and check whether it is about 9-12v when the engine starts.

The ignition switch shall be kept in the starting position, and the multimeter shall be used 
to check whether the terminal of the anode of the starter motor has the voltage above 9V. 
Remove the starter motor and check the working condition of it. Focus on checking 
whether it is broken or stuck due to poor lubrication. 

If the fault occurs only in winter, check whether the improper selection of engine 
lubricating oil causes excessive resistance to the starter motor.

Check whether the internal mechanical resistance of the engine is too large, and
 whether the starter transmission system works properly. 

Replace battery

Check the relevant circuits of the starter
 motor. 

Repair or replace the starter motor. 

Replace the lubricating oil with appropriate
 label.  

Overhaul the engine interior. properly. 

Test steps Follow-up Steps

6、Procedures for overhaul according to fault codes

1、When starting, the engine does not turn or turns slowly.
General fault location: 1: battery; 2: starter motor; 3: wiring harness or starting relay and related control circuits; 4: mechanical part of engine 
General diagnostic procedure:

2、When starting, the engine can be towed but cannot start successfully.
General fault location: 1: no fuel in the fuel tank; 2: fuel pump; 3: speed sensor; 4: ignition coil; 5: mechanical part of engine 
General diagnostic procedure:

3、 It is difficult to start.
General fault location: 1: water in the fuel; 2: fuel pump; 3: coolant temperature sensor; 4: fuel injector; 5: ignition coil; 6: throttle valve body 
and idle bypass ventilation channel; 7: air inlet; 8: ignition timing; 9: spark plug; 10: mechanical part of engine 
General diagnostic procedure:

S/N

1

2

4

5

6

3

Connect the adapter of the electronic injection system, turn on the ignition switch, and 
check whether the power supply of 13, 18 and 19 pins is normal; check whether the
bonding of pin 10 is normal, and whether the bonding between the engine and battery 
is good.

Check  the pressure  of  each  cylinder  of  the  engine  to  see  if  there  is  insufficient
pressure  in the cylinder.

Remove the fuel injector from the intake pipe (not removing the oil-way and wiring 
harness connector), start the engine and check whether there is fuel injection. 

Overhaul the corresponding lines.

Overhaul the speed sensor line and the 
speed sensor, and confirm that magneto 
rotor is 24-1 toothed.

Overhaul the ignition system. 

Overhaul the oil supply system.

Carry out mechanical troubleshooting of the 
engine (pay attention to checking whether the 
engine valve clearance is too small). 
Carry out maintenance of fuel injector line 
and the fuel injector. 

Operating Steps Follow-up Steps

Connect the electronic injection system diagnostic instrument, observe the data item 

Remove the spark plug cap and connect the spark plug to the engine body, start the 
engine and check for continuous blue and white high pressure fire. 

Connect the fuel pressure gauge and open the key switch to check whether the fuel 
pressure is around 250kPa. If there is no fuel pressure gauge, pinch the high pressure 
oil pipe with your hands to check the hardness.

S/N

1

2

4

6

7

8

5

3

Remove the coolant temperature (cylinder head temperature) sensor connector, start 
the engine and observe whether the engine is started successfully. 

Check spark plug to see if its type and clearance comply with the specification.

Check the engine cylinder pressure and see if there is any cylinder pressure deficiency.

Check whether the fuel label (containing ethanol or not) meets the requirements of the vehicle. 

Check the air filter for blockage and air leakage in the air inlet (especially the 
connection of the intake pipe).

Overhaul the line or replace the coolant 
temperature (cylinder head temperature)
 sensor. 

Carry out mechanical troubleshooting of the
engine (pay attention to checking whether the
engine valve clearance is too small).

Overhaul the oil supply system.

Overhaul the ignition system. 

Overhaul the intake system. 

Adjust or replace

Replace fuel

Clean the throttle valve and the idle 
bypass ventilation channel.

Operating Steps Follow-up Steps

Connect the fuel pressure gauge and open the key switch to check whether the fuel 
pressure is around 250kPa (do not judge by hands).

Remove the spark plug cap and connect the spark plug to the engine body, start the 
engine and check for continuous blue and white high pressure fire.

Gently add the valve and observe whether it is easy to start. 



Model Covered:  BD250-2   BD250-3 
                              BD250-5   BD250-6 
                              BD250-7   BD250-11 

Website: www.xprousa.com

5、It starts normally, with too high idle speed.
General fault location: 1: throttle valve body and idle bypass ventilation channel; 2: idle speed regulator; 3: coolant temperature sensor; 
4:Ignition timing
General diagnostic procedure:

6、During acceleration, the speed cannot go up or the engine stalls,  with slow acceleration response and poor acceleration 
performance, powerless.
General fault location: 1: water in the fuel; 2: intake pressure sensor and throttle position sensor; 3: spark plug; 4: throttle valve body and idle 
bypass ventilation channel; 5: air inlet; 6: idle speed regulator; 7: fuel injector; 8: ignition timing; 9: mechanical part of engine; 10: exhaust pipe 
General diagnostic procedure:

S/N

1

2

4

5

3

Check whether the throttle cable is jammed or too tight, resulting in that the throttle 
valve is not fully closed.

Check whether the ignition timing of the engine complies with the specification. 

Adjust 

Overhaul the intake system. 

Clean the relevant components and parts. 

Carry out maintenance of ignition timing

Repair lines or replace sensors

Operating Steps Follow-up Steps

Check the intake system for air leakage

Remove the idle speed regulator, and check whether there is carbon deposition in the 
throttle valve body, idle speed regulator and idle bypass ventilation channel.

Pull down the coolant temperature sensor connector, start the engine, and observe 
whether the engine is idling too fast.

4、It starts normally, with unstable idle speed.
General fault location: 1: water in the fuel; 2: fuel injector; 3: spark plug; 4: throttle valve body and idle bypass ventilation channel; 5: air inlet; 
6: idle speed regulator; 7: ignition timing; 8: sparking plug; 9: mechanical part of engine; 10: coolant (cylinder) temperature sensor
General diagnostic procedure:

S/N

1

2

4

6

7

8

9

5

3

Check the air filter for blockage and air leakage in the intake system.

Check whether the ignition sequence and ignition timing of the engine comply with the 
specification. 

Check whether there is leakage, blockage or overflow of the fuel injector.

Pull down the coolant temperature sensor connector, start the engine, and observe
 whether the  engine is idling unsteadily during warm-up.. 

The  idle  speed 
is unstable during 
the warm-up.

Check the engine cylinder pressure and see if there is any cylinder pressure deficiency.

Overhaul the intake system. 

Replace for fault 

Clean or replace 

Adjust or replace

Clean 

Carry out mechanical troubleshooting 
of the engine (pay attention to checking 
whether the engine valve clearance is 
too small).

Carry out maintenance of ignition timing

Repair lines or replace sensors

Replace fuel

Operating Steps Follow-up Steps Remarks

Check whether the throttle valve is stuck.

Check spark plug to see if its type and clearance comply with the specification.

Check whether there is carbon deposition in the throttle valve body and idle bypass 
ventilation channel. 
Check whether the fuel label (containing ethanol or not) meets the requirements of 
the vehicle. 

S/N

1

2

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

5

3

Check the air filter for blockage. 

Check whether the fuel label (containing ethanol or not) meets the requirements of the 
vehicle. 
Check whether the ignition sequence and ignition timing of the engine comply 
with the specification. 

Check whether the exhaust pipe is  smooth. 

Remove the spark plug cap and connect the spark plug to the engine body, start the 
engine and check for continuous blue and white high pressure fire. 

Check for clutch slippage, low tire pressure, brake drag, and user adjustment of final
-stage transmission ratio.

Poor acceleration 
performance,
 powerless 

Overhaul the intake system. 

Carry out maintenance of 
ignition timing

Overhaul the oil supply system.

Adjust or replace

Clean the rel evant components 
and parts. 

Repair lines or replace sensors

Replace fuel

Repair or replace the exhaust 
pipe. 

Overhaul the ignition system.

Repair

Replace for fault 

Operating Steps Follow-up Steps Remarks

Connect the fuel pressure gauge and start the engine to check whether the fuel pressure 
of the engine is around 250kPa under all working conditions.

Remove the idle speed regulator, and check whether there is carbon deposition in the 
throttle valve body, idle speed regulator and idle bypass ventilation channel.

Check whether the intake pressure sensor, throttle position sensor and its circuit are 
normal. 
Check whether there is leakage or blockage of the fuel injector.

Check spark plug to see if its type and clearance comply with the specification.

Check spark plug to see if its type and clearance comply with the specification.


